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Let G be a connected linear algebraic group, p: G + GL(V) a linite- 
dimensional rational representation of G, all defined over the complex 
number field C. If V has a Zariski-dense G-orbit, the triplet (G,p, V) is 
called a prehomogeneous vector space (P.V.). It is equivalent to say that 
dim G, = dim G-dim Y for some x in V where G, denotes the isotropy 
subgroup of G at x (See Proposition 2, $2 in [ 1 I). In particular, we have 
dim G > dim I/ for any P.V. (G, p, V). Let .F (resp. ,FX) be the Lie algebra of 
G (resp. G,), dp the infinitesimal representation of p. Then, we have 
.Fi = {A E Y; dp(A)x = 0) and dim ,FX = dim G,. Hence, the prehomogeneity 
is the infinitesimal condition and we shall use essentially Lie algebras, even if 
we use the terminology of groups for simplicity. 
If G is reductive, we may assume that G = GL( 1)’ x G, x . . . x G, (t < I), 
and p is the composition of scalar multiplications of GL(1)’ on 
V=V,@ e.. @ V, and p, @ ... @p, where each G, (1 < i < k) is a simple 
algebraic group and pi is an irreducible representation of G, x ... x G, on V, 
(j = l,..., I). In [ 1 ], we have classified all P.V.‘s for any k when I = 1. In this 
paper, we shall classify all P.V.‘s for any I when k = 1. The case for 
k = I= 1 was first completed by Shintani (see [5]). We may assume that 
I>, 2. 
In Section 1, we shall pick out triplets (G,p, V) which have possibility to 
be P.V.‘s, mainly by the condition that dim G > dim V. In Section 2, we shall 
check the prehomogeneity of the triplets obtained in Section 1. In Section 3, 
we give the table of non-irreducible P.V.‘s of simple algebraic groups and the 
explicit form of their relative invariants. 
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1 
We shall consider the case when G = GL( 1)’ x G,, V = V, @ . . . @ V,, 
and p is the composition of scalar multiplications of GL(1)’ on each Vi 
(i = l,..., I) and p, @ .. . 0 pI where each pi is an irreducible representation of 
a simple algebraic group G, on Vi (i = l,..., I). We shall simply write 
P=P, 0 *** BP,. 
In this case, we may assume that dim Y, > 1.’ > dim V, > 2 without loss 
of generality. In fact, if dim VI = 1, then (G, p, v) is a P.V. if and only if 
(G’,p’, Y’) is a P.V. where G’ = GL(l)‘-’ X G,, p’ =pl 0 a.. BP,-,, and 
V’ = v, @ **- @ I’-, . Note that each (GL(1) X G,, pi, Vi) is a P.V. when 
(G,p, v> is a P.V. with p=p, 0 ea. @pI. 
A. The Case for G, = SL(n > 2) 
Let U, ,..., u,, be a basis of C” on which SL(n) acts as (u,,..., u,) ++ 
(U , >-.-, UJ g for g E SL(n). We denote this action by /i , , and its dual action 
by ,4 I*. Let V, be the vector space spanned by the skew-tensors ui, A . . . A ui,, 
on which SL(n) acts by ui, A ... A uik M Q(g) ui, A ... A Q(g) ui, where 
@ = /1,. We’denote this action on Yk by Ak, and its dual by AZ. Now, let 
W, be the vector space spanned by the symmetric-tensors ui, . . I uit on which 
SL(n) acts as u,., ..e ui, H @(g) ui, . . . Q(g) ui, for g E SL(n) where @ =/i, . 
We denote this action by k/l, and its dual by (k/i ,)*. 
Since (GL(l) X SL(n), p,, V,) . is a P.V., p1 must be one of {nl,A T; 
A*,45 2A,, (2A,)*; 3A,, (3A,)* (n=2); A,, A: (n=6,7,8)) (see 
Proposition 7 in $3 in [ 1 ] and Proposition 1 in $5 in [ 11, or §7 in [ 1 I). 
First let us consider the case for p, = A r or A?. We may assume that 
p1 = A,. (See Definition 4 in Section 2 in [ 11.) Then we have pi = A, or A;” 
for i = 2,..., 1. Since dimG=I+(n*- l)>dimV=In, we have I<n+ 1, 
and hence 
Representation Degrees for SL(n). 
2 2 1 3 4 
3 3 3 6 
4 4 6 10 
5 5 10 15 
6 6 15 21 20 
7 7 21 28 35 
8 8 28 36 56 
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(GL(1)’ x SL(n), A 1 @ +&n,@A;o -+&I:, 
V(n) 0 +i$ V(n) 0 V(n)* @ +ii V(n)*) (1) 
with I = p + q < n + 1 and p > q. In general, V(n) denotes an n-dimensional 
vector space, and V*(n) its dual space. 
We shall check the prehomogeneity of (1) in Section 2. 
Next let us consider the case p, = A z or A F (n > 4). We may assume that 
p,=II,.Thenp,mustbeoneofn,,n:,A,,n:.Ifp,=~,or/1::andZ=2, 
we have 
GL(1)2XSL(n),n,0n,,V(n(n21))OV(n(n11))) (n>412) 
GL(1)’ x SL(n),A, @A,*, V (n(n[l))@V(n(ntl))*) (n>4).) 
We shall see that if I > 3, then we have p3 = A, or A f. Since 
dim GL(1)’ X X(n) = I+ n2 - 1 > deg A, @r@/i2 = 1. n(n - 1)/2, we 
have IQ 3, and 1= 3 if and only if n = 4 for n > 4. However, we have 
/i,=A: for n=4, and the triplet (GL(1)3~SL(4),A2@A2@A2, V(6)@ 
V(6) @ V(6)) z (SO(6) x G, A, @p, V(6) @ V(3)) (see p. 34 in [ 11) is a 
P.V. if and only if the triplet (G, p,, V(6)) is a P.V. (see p. 41 in [ 1 ] where 
(G, p, V(3))=(GL(1)3, Ai, V(l)@ V(l)@ V(1)). Since dimG K 
3 < deg p, = 6, it is not a P.V. Therefore we have l< 2 for n > 4, namely, p, 
must be A, or AT. In this case, we have I = 3 since I+ n2 - 1 > 
2 X (n(n - 1)/2) + (I- 2)n (I> 3, n > 4) implies I,< 3. Hence we have 
( G~(~)3~~r(.).~~o”,““‘.v(n(n~1))~v(’(n,l))~V(n))(l) 
GL(1)3xSL(n),li20/i,0A:, V (‘(‘2 “) 0 V(n(ni ‘)) @ V(n)LI;) 
Note that A2@A~@A1~A2@A2*o/11* as a triplet. If p2=A1 or AT, 
then we have pi = A, or A f for i = 3 ,..., 1. 
Since dimG=I+n2-l>dimV=n(n-1)/2+(I-l)n, we have 
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1 <n/2 + 2 + l/(n - 1) and hence 1 <m + 2 for n = 2m or n= 2m + 1 
(m > 2). Therefore, we have 
(GL(l)‘x SL(*m),A,GJA, &i+@AI @A: 0 A&4:, 
V(m(2m - 1)) 0 Y(2m) @5@ V(2m) @ V(2m)* @ +%$I V(2m)*) (7) 
withp+q=Z- 1 <m+ 1. 
(GL(l)‘XSL(2m+ 1),-4,0/l,@ +ciJn,on:o +A;, 
V(mp(2m + l))@ V(2m + 1)&Y% V(2m + I)@ V(2m + l)* 
@T@ V(2m + l)*) (8) 
withp+q=l- 1 <m+ 1. 
Next we shall consider the case for p1 = 2/1 i. Then pz # 2/1, since 
dim GL(l)* x X(n) < deg(U,) @ ((U,) = n(n + 1). Although deg A, = 
20 < deg(2/i,) = 21 for n = 6, we have p2 z/1, since dim GL( 1)’ X SL(6) = 
37 (21 +20=41. We have also p2#A2, /1: since (GL(l)* X,%(n), 
2/1, @A,, V(n(n + 1)/2) @ V(n(n - 1)/2)) is not a P.V. since a generic 
isotropy subgroup of (GL(1) x SL(n), 2,4,, V(n(n + 1)/2)) is the orthogonal 
group O(n) and (GL(1) x SO(n), A,, V(n(n - 1)/2)) is not a P.V. (see 
propositions 1 and 3 in Section 5 in [ 1 I). Hence we have p2 = II, or /i ;“. 
Then dimG=I+(n*-l)>n(n+1)/2+(I-l)n=dimV, i.e., I< 
n/2 + 1, and hence we have 
P 
( 
GL(l)‘XSL(n),2/1,O/i,O~~/I,On:O .“. @AT, 
V (‘(,: ‘I)@ V(n)Gj+i$ V(n)@ V(n)*@+@ V*(n)) (9) 
with p + q = I - 1 < n/2. 
If p, = 3/1, with n = 2, then we have I = 1 since dim GL( 1)’ X SL(2) = 
5<deg(3/i,)O/1,=6.Ifp,=/1,withn=6,wehavep,=/1,,II~,n,,II~. 
If p2 = /1, or A,*, we have I = 2 since dim G = I + 35 > 20 + 15 + (1- 2)6, 
and hence 
(GL(l)* x SL(6),/i,@~t,, I’(2O)O Y(l5)), (10) 
(GL(l)* x SL(6),/1,@/i;, V(20)@ V(15)*). (11) 
If pz=n, or A:, .we have dimG=I+35>dimV=20+6(1-l), i.e., 
1<4. Since /i,=/1,* for n=6, we have /l,@/iTg-/i,@n,, 
/i,@n:@nf~A~@/1,@1~, etc., as triplets, hence 
(GL( 1)’ x =(6), A, 0 A,, V(20) 0 V(6)), (14 
(G~(1)3x~~(6),~30/i,0/i,,~(20)O~(6)O~(6)), (13) 
(GL(l)3 x SL(6),n,@/i, O/i:, V(2O)O V(6)@ V(6)*), (14) 
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(GL(1)4 xSL(~),A~OA,@A,@A,, V(WO V(6)@ V(6)@ V(6)), (15) 
(GL(1)4 x X(6),/1,0/i, @A, O/i:, V(20)@ V(6)@ V(6)@ V(6)*). 
(16) 
If p1=A3 with n=7, we have dimGL(l)‘xSL(7)=50>35+degp,, 
andhencep2=/i,orn:.ThendimG=I+48~dimV=35+7(1-l),i.e., 
I< 3. 
Therefore, we have 
(GW)2 x =(7),A,@n,, V(35)o v(7)), (17) 
(GW2 x =(7),/i, o/i;, V(35)@ v(7)*), (18) 
WW3 x =47),n,on, en,, ~(35)~ v(7)@ v(7)), (19) 
(GW3 xW7),A,0n,on:, v(35)o v(7)@ v(7)*), (20) 
(GL(1)3 x SL(7),/i,@n: @A 1*, V(35)O V(7)* @ V(7)*). (21) 
If /&=A, with n = 8, we have dimG=1+63>dim V=56+ 
degp, + ... + deg pI, and hence p2 = A, or A T and I = 2. Therefore, we have 
(GL(1J2 x S~5(8),~30A,, W6)O f’(8)), (22) 
(GL(1)’ x Z(8), A, 0 A;, V(56) @ V(8)*). (23) 
This completes the case ‘for G, = X(n). We shall check the 
prehomogeneity of them in Section 2. 
B. The Casefir G, = Spin(n) (n > 7) 
We denote by x0 the vector representation of Spin(n), i.e., 
(Spin(n), x0, V(n)) = (SO(n), A 1, V(n)). We also denote by A (resp. A,, A,) 
the spin representation (resp. even half-spin representation, odd half-spin 
representation) for Spin(2m + 1) (resp. Spin(2m)) (see p. 110-l 14 in [ 11). 
n dim Spin(n) x0 A A,,4 
7 21 7 8 
8 28 8 8 
9 36 9 16 
10 45 10 16 
11 55 11 32 
12 66 12 32 
13 78 13 64 
14 91 14 64 
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First, recall that the triplet (GL( 1) X Spin(n), (half-) spin rep., V(2’“-““)) is 
a P.V. only when n = 7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, and 14 (see Proposition 20, 
Section 3 and Proposition 41, Section 5 in [ 1 I). If p, = x0 then pi = x,, 
(i = 2,..., 1) for n f 8. Since dim G = 1+ n(n - 1)/2 > dim V = In, we have 
I < n/2 and hence 
(GL( 1)' x SO(n), A, Ot?i$ A 1, V(n) @??? V(n))(l < n/2) , (n z 8). 
(24) 
For n = 8, we have deg x0 = deg /1, = deg A, = 8. Hence, 
(GL(1)’ x Spin(8),p, @ ... @p,, V(8) @?.ro V(8)) (I < 4), (25) 
where pi (i = I,..., l<4) is one of x0, .4@, /i,. If p1 =/i for n= 7, we have 
p, = . . . =ps=.4, ps+, = *** =pI=xO (s> l,I>2). Since dimGL(1)” x 
Spin(7) = s + 21 > 8s, we have s < 3. If s = 3, then I= 3 and hence 
(GL( 1)3 x Spin(7), /1 @/i O/i, V(8) 0 V(8) 0 V(8)). (26) 
Ifs=2,then1=20r1=3withp3=x,,andhence 
(GL(l)* x Spin(7), li 0 A, V(8) 0 V(8)), (27) 
(GL( 1)’ x Spin(7), /i 0 /i 0 x0, V(8) 0 V(8) 0 v(7)). (28) 
If s = 1, then I< 3, and hence 
(GW)* x WnP), n 0x0, V(8) 0 V(7)), (29) 
(GW13 X WV), n 0 no 0 x0, V(8) 0 V(7) 0 V(7)). (30) 
If pI =/i for n = 9, we have p2 = ... =p, =x0 since (Spin(9) X GL(2), 
n On,, V6)O W6)) is not a P.V. (see Proposition 36, Section 5 in [ 11). 
Then dimG=I+36> 16+9(Z- l), i.e., 1<3, and hence we have 
(GL(l)* X SpiQ), A 0x0, V(l6) 0 v(9)), (31) 
(G~5(1)~ x Spin(9), A Ox,, 0 x0, v(l6) 0 v(9) 0 v(9)). (32) 
If p, =A, or /i, for n = 10, we may assume that p, =A,. 
Assume that p,,...,ps=A, or &, and ps+, = a-* =pI=xo. Then 
dim GL(1)” x Spin(l0) = s + 45 > 16s, i.e., s < 3. 
If s = 3, then I= 3. Since /i,@/i, O/i0 =A,@/i,OAo as triPletS, we 
have 
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(GUlJ3 XSpin(lO),A,@A,oA,, V(16)@ v(16)@ V(16)), (33) 
(GJW)~ X Spin(lO),A,OA,OA,, V(16)@ v(16)@ V(16)). (34) 
If s = 2, we have 1 < 3 and hence 
(GL(l)‘x Spin(lO),A,@A,, V(16)@ V(16)), (35) 
(GL(l)* x Spin(lO),A,OA,, V(16)@ V(16)), (36) 
(GJL,(~)~ x Spin(lO),A,@A,@X,,, V(16)@ V(16)@ V(lO)), (37) 
(GJ!(~)~ x Spin(lO),A,@A,@Xo, V(16)@ V(16)@ V(10)). (38) 
(GL(1)’ x Spin(lO),A,@x,, Vl6)O VlO)), (39) 
(GL(1)3 x Spin(lO), A, 0 x0 0 x0, We) 0 v(lO) 0 VlO)), (40) 
(GJC.(~)~ x Spin(lO),~i,OX,OX,OXo, V(l6)O I’(lO)O v(lO)O v(l0)). 
(41) 
Ifp,=Aforn=ll,thenp,=... =p,=~~sincedimGL(l)~XSpin(ll)= 
57 ( dim V(32) @ V(32) = 64. Then we have dim G = 2 + 55 > dim V= 
32 + 11(1- l), i.e., I & 3, and hence 
(GL(1)2 x Spin(ll),A 0x0, V(32)O V(ll)), (42) 
(GL(1)3 x Spin(ll),A 0x00x0, V(32)O V(ll)O V(l1)). (43) 
If p, =A, or A, for II = 12, we may assume that p1 =A,. If p, ,..., Pr =A, 
or A, and ps+i = ... =p,=xO, then dimGL(l)“xSpin(l2)=s+66&32s, 
i.e., s < 2. If s = 2, then dim G = 1+ 66 2 64 + 12(l- 2), i.e., I = 2. 
Since (Spin(12) x GL(2), A, @A i, V(32) @ V(32)) is not a P.V. (see 
Proposition 38, Section 5 in [ 11) we have p2 #A, and hence 
(GL(l)* X Spin(l2),A,@A,, V(32)@ V(32)). (44) 
Ifs=l,thendimG=Z+66>32+12(1-l),i.e.,Z<4. 
(G-W)* x Wn(W, -4 0 x0, VW) 0 V(12)), (45) 
(Wl)‘x Wn(12),4@xoOxo, W2)O V(12)O V(W), (46) 
(GUl14 x Spin(12),A,0X,0X,0Xo, W2)O V(12)O V(12)O VW)). 
(47) 
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If pi = A, or A, for n = 14, we may assume that p, = A, and pz =x0 since 
dim GL(1)’ x Spin(14) = 93 < dim V(64) @ V(64) = 128. Then dim G = 
1 + 91 > 64 + 14(1- l), i.e., 1 Q 3, and hence 
(GL(l)* x Spin(14),Ai,0z,, V(64) 0 V(l4)), (48) 
(GL(1)3 x Spin(l4),A,OX,Oz,, V(64)O v(l4)O v(l4)). (49) 
This completes the case for G, = Spin(n) or SO(n). 
C. The Case for G, = Q(n) (n > 2) 
In this case, we havep,=A, orA,(n=2)orA3(n=3). Ifp,=A,, then 
p* = . . . =p,=A, and dimG=Z+n(2n+ l)>dim V=2nl, i.e., i<n, and 
hence 
(GL(I)’ x Sp(n), A, @+-iii! A,, V(2n) &j---- .I. 0 V(2n)) (I < n). (50) 
If p,=A, for n=2, then 1=2 and p2=A, or A,. Since @p(2), A,, 
V(5)) z (SO(5), A,, V(5)), the case for p2 =A, is reduced to (24). Hence we 
have 
(GL(1)2 x Q(2), A, O/i,, v(5)@ v(4)). (51) 
Note that (5 1) is equivalent to (GL(1)’ X Spin(S), spin rep. 0 vector rep., 
V(4) 0 V(5)). 
If p, =A, for n = 3, then pz=A, since dim GL(l)* x Sp(3)=23 < 
degA,@A,=28. Then dimG=Z+212 14+6(1- l), i.e., Z(2, and 
hence 
(GW)’ x Q(3), A, 0 A,, V(14) 0 v(6)). (52) 
D. The Case When G, is an Exceptional Group 
If G, = (G2), then p, = ... =p, = A, (see Proposition 22, Section 3 and 
Proposition 1, Section 5 in [ 11) and dim G = I + 14 > 71, i.e., 1< 2, and 
hence 
(GW)* x (GA/i, On,, v(7) 0 v(7)). (53) 
We have G, # F4, E, (see Proposition 22, Section 3, and Proposition 1, 
45, and 46 in Section 5 in [ 11). 
IfG,=E,,thenp,=p,=~~~=p,=~,orA,=A~,anddimG=f+78> 
271, i.e., l< 3, and hence we have 
(GL(1)’ x E,,A,OA,, V(27)O V(W), (54) 
(GL(l)* x E,,A, @A,*, V(27)@ V(27)*), (55) 
(GJC(~)~ x E,,A, @A1 @A:, V(27)@ V(27)@ V(27)“). (56) 
481/83/l-6 
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Note that p#/i,@/i,@/i, since (E,x GL(3), /1,@11,, V(27)@ 
~(27) 0 ~(27)) is not a P.V. (see Proposition 50, Section 5 in [ 11). Note 
also that we may assume p, =/il, and /i, @,~F@LI,* =,4,0/i, O/i: as 
triplets. For G, = E,, we have p, = /is(=(ig). Since (E, x GL(2), A, @A,, 
V(56) 0 W6)) is not a P.V., we have I= 1. 
2 
In this section, we shall investigate the prehomogeneity of 56 triplets 
obtained in Section 1. Recall that an absolute invariant of a P.V. is always 
constant (see Proposition 3, Section 2 in [ 1 I). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The triplet (1) is a P.V. if and only if q = 0 or 1 
(p > q > 0). It is regular if (p, q) = (1, l), (n, 0), (n, 1) and (n + l,O). 
ProoJ: First let us consider the case G = GL( 1)” x &L(n), p = /1, @ A, @ 
A:on$, V= V(n)@ V(n)@ V*(n)@ V*(n)3x=(x,,x,,y,,y,) where 
p(g)x=(cflAx,, azAx2, GL~~A-~, a,‘A-‘y,) for g=(a,,a,,a,,a,,A)E 
GL(1)4 x SW). Then f(x),= (xlv,>(x2,~2>/(x1,~2>(x2,y1) is a non- 
constant absolute invariant and hence this triplet is not a P.V. If (pa) q > 2, 
then (1) includes this subspace and hence it is not a P.V. The remaining part 
is obvious. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For n = 2m, the triplets (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) are not 
P.V.‘s. For n = 2m + 1, the triplet (2) is a P.V., and the triplets (3), (4), (5), 
(6) are not P.V.‘s. 
Proof: For n = 2m, a generic isotropy subgroup of (GL(1) X X(n), A,, 
V(n(n - 1)/2)) is Sp(m), and (GL(1) x Sp(m), A, @I 1, V(m(2m - 1)) is not 
P.V., and hence (2)-(6) are not P.V.‘s. For n = 2m + 1, by the form of 
(5.11) in [ 11, one can see that (2) is a P.V., and (4), (5) are not P.V.‘s. A 
generic isotropy subalgebra R of (GL(2m + l), A,, V(m(2m + 1)) is given 
k= i[~];A~~~(m),BEC’“,aEI:j (2.1) 
and the restriction of (Hl) 0 &2m + l), A:, V(m(2m + 1))) to R is given 
by 
Es]- [VI, where ‘x=--xEM(~;).) 
. 
Therefore A induces (GL(1) x Sp(2m), At, V(m(2m - 1))) on X-space, 
which is not a P.V., and hence the triplet (3) is not a P.V. This implies also 
the non-prehomogeneity of (6). Q.E.D. 
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To investigate the prehomogeneity of (7), first we should consider the 
triplet (50). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The [riplet (50) is a P.V. if and only if I= 1,2,3. If 
I = 2, it is regular and its generic isotropy subgroup is locally isomorphic to 
GL( 1) x Sp(n - 1). If I= 3 and n = 1, it is regular and its generic isotropy 
subgroup is ( f 1). If I= 3 and n 2 2, it is not regular and its generic isotropy 
subgroup is locally isomorphic to Sp(n - 2) . U(2n - 3), i.e., the semi-direct 
product of Sp(n - 2) and a (2n - 3)-dimensional unipotent subgroup 
U(2n - 3). 
Proof. It is known that a triplet (Sp(n) X G, A 1 @p, V(2n) 0 V(1)) is a 
P.V. if and only if the triplet (G, pe, A2(V(l))) is a P.V. for 2n > 1 (see 
[ 1, p. 40-41 I). The triplet (50) is a special case for 
Since dim G = I> dim A,(V(l)) = +I(1 - l), we have l(1 - 3) ( 0 and hence 
I= 1,2,3. For l= 2, the isotropy subalgebra at 
n n 
- 
is&(l) @ +(n - 1) (cf. [ 1, p. lOO-1011). For l= 3 and n = 1, the isotropy 
subgroup at 
is { + 1). This is a special case of the triplets (1). 
For I= 3 and n > 2, we shall calculate the isotropy subalgebra Yx of .Y at 
= symmetric . 
1 
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Since we have 
t a,, + 4 a21 a31 ‘.* 
b 11 b 12 b 13 . . . 
= 
a,, + 4 a22 + d3 a32 .., 
+a,, + b,, +a,, + b,, +a,, + b,3 
the isotropy subalgebra ZTx is isomorphic to 
<q.g { 
0 0 **- 
a23 ... 
a3 a.. 
0 i *a. 
a 
E 
n3 *** 
‘;’ 
. . . 
0 -.* 
C3” a** 
0 0 
0 0 .*a 0 0 0 
a2n b 23 *.. b 2n 0 b, 
I 3 (0) 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The triplet (7) is a P. V. if and only if I= 2, 3, or 4. If 
I= 3, it is a regular P.V. and its generic isotropy subgroup is locally 
isomorphic to GL(l) x Sp(m - 1). If I= 4, it is not regular, and its generic 
isotropy subgroup is locally isomorphic to Sp(m - 2) . U(2m - 3). 
Proof. Since a generic isotropy subgroup of (GL(1) x SL(2m), A,, 
V(m(2m - 1))) is Sp(m), and its representation A 1 is self-dual, i.e., A 1 = A :, 
we obtain our assertion from Proposition 2.3. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. The triplet (8) is a P. V. if and only if it is one of the 
following P. V.‘s. 
(a) (GL(1)2 X SL(2m + l), .4,@ A,, V(m(2m + 1)) 0 V(2m + 1)) 
(b) (GL(l)* x SL(2m + 1),/i, 0 A:, V(m(2m + 1)) 0 V(2m + l)*), 
(c) (GL(1)3 x SL(2m + l), A,O.4, @A,, V(m(2m + 1)) @ 
V(2m + 1) 0 V(2m + l)), 
(d) (GL(1)3 x SL(2m + l), A,@A, @A:, V(m(2m + 1)) @ 
V(2m + 2) CD V(2m + l)*>, 
(e) (GL(l)3 X SL(2m + l), A, 0 AT @A;“, V(m(2m + 1)) @ 
V(2m + l)* CiJ V(2m + l)*), 
(f) (GL(1)4~SL(2m+ l), A2@A,0A,0A,, V(m(2m+ 1)) 0 
V(2m + 1) 0 V(2m + 1) 0 V(2m + l)), 
(g) (GL(1)4 x SL(2m + l), A,@A, O-4: @Al”, V(m(2m + 1)) @ 
V(2m + 1) 0 V(2m + l)* 0 V(2m + l)*). 
(h) (GL(1)4 x SL(2m + l), A, @ A;r 0 A: 0 A:, V(m(2m t 1)) @ 
V(2m t l)* @ V(2m + l)* @ V(2m + l)*). 
Their generic isotropy subgroups are locally isomorphic to : (a) 
GL(1) x Sp(m), (b) (GL(l)* x Sp(m - 1)) . U(4m - 2), (c), (d); (GL(l) x 
Sp(m - 1)) + U(2m - l), (e) (GL( 1)2 X Sp(m - 1)) . U(2m - 21, (f), (g); 
Sp(m - l), (h) (GL(l) X Sp(m - 2)) . U(4m - 6). In particular, the triplets 
(a), (f), (g) are regular P.V.‘s. 
Proof. We identify V(m(2m t 1)) with the totality of (2m + 1) x 
(2m + 1) skew-symmetric matrices. Then the action A, of SL(2m + 1) is 
given by X-P gX’g for g E SL(2m t 1) and X E V(m(2m + 1)). The isotropy 
subalgebra ofge(2m + 1) at -Iin ()
J, = L-H InI 0 0 
is given by 
,%o= ]A’= [*];A E+(m).BEC2”,cEyt(1)/. (2.3) 
First let us consider the triplet (8) with p = 0. Then the prehomogeneity of 
(8) reduces to that the triplet (GL( l)q x GJo, p, M(2m + 1, q)) where 
@(xl [$]t [$I[^,’ *.. p]= [ y’B;fcy]+[;x][oal . ..O .J 
4 
(2.4) 
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Since this action induces the triplet (50) on X-space, by Proposition 2.3, 
the triplet (8) with p = 0 and q > 4 is not a P.V. Next let us consider the 
triplet (a). The isotropy subalgebra YX:, ar x0 = (J,, [ y 1) is isomorphic to 
I[“0 3 
A E +(m), c E‘&(l) 
1 
z N(l) 0 q(m), (2.5) 
and hence (a) is a regular P.V. (see Proposition 25 in Section 4 of [ 1 I). By 
(2.5) and Proposition 2.3, the triplet with p > 1 and 12 6 is not a P.V. But 
the case for p > 1 and I = 5 is not a P.V. In fact, restrict the representation 
(2.4) of (2.3) to (2.5) with q = 3. Then it is not a P.V. since the generic 
isotropy subgroup at X-space acts on y-space as the scalar multiplication of 
GL( 1). Finally we shall prove that the triplet (8) with p = 2 and q = 1 is not 
a P.V. In this case, p(g)(X, x,, x2, y) = (aAX’A, &4x,, yAxz, #A ‘y) for 
g= (a,/?, y,&A)E GJ%(~)~ x SL(2m + 1) and x’= (X,x,,x,,y)E I’. We 
Put 
’ h(x?Xi)=Pf [*I (i= l, 2)* 
Then it is a relative invariant corresponding to the characters x,(g) = amp 
and x2(g) = amy, respectively. On the other hand, the canonical inner 
product (xi, y) (i = 1,2) is also a relative invariant corresponding to /IS and 
~6, respectively. Hence 
f(z) = 4X, X*)(X, 7 Y> 
WV X,)(X,9Y) 
(2.6) 
is an absolute invariant. Let Zi and Zz be points of V given as follows. 
-q =(&,a,a,a) and X”2=(Xo,a,hb) (2.7) 
where 
Then, we have f(Z,) = 1 and f(x’,) = 0, i.e., f(Z) is a non-constant 
absolute invariant, and hence the triplet (8) with p = 2 and q = I (i.e., 
A1 0 A, 0 A, @A I”) is not a P.V. By the argument above, we have proved 
that the triplet (8) other than (a)-(h) is not a P.V. The remaining part is 
obtained by simple direct calculation. Q.E.D. 
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To check the prehomogeneity of (9), we have to consider the triplet (24). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The triplet (24) is a P. V. if and only if I= 1. 
Proof: The triplet (24) is isomorphic to the triplet (M(n) x G, A, @ p, 
V(n) @ V(1)) where 
Therefore, (24) is a P.V. if and only if the triplet (G, pm, V(fl(1 + 1)) is a 
P.V. (see p. 41 in [I]). S ince dimG=l)fl(l+ l), we have I= 1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.7. The triplet (9) is not a P.V. if l> 3. The following 
triplets are regular P.V.‘s with a generic isotropy subgroup O(n - 1). 
(a) (GL(1)2 x SC(n), 2A, @A,, V (‘(‘l ‘)) 0 V(n)), 
(b) @(I)’ x SL(n), U, @A:, V (‘(‘l “1 @ V(n)*). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The triplets (10) and (11) are not P.V.‘s. 
Proof A generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL(1) x X(6), A, (or .4:), 
V( 15)) is Sp(3) (see p. 76 in [ 11). Therefore, the prehomogeneity of (10) and 
(11) is equivalent to that of (GL( 1) X Sp(3), 0 0 (A 3 @ A ,), V( 14) 0 V(6)). 
Since f(x) =f2(x)/fi(x) (see (21), (I) in Sect. 3) is a non-constant absolute 
invariant, it is not a P.V. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The triplet (12) is a P. V., and its generic isotropy 
subgroup is locally isomorphic to (GL(1) X X(2) X SL(2)). Gi where G, 
denotes the additive group %. 
Proof. We shall calculate the isotropy subalgebra F;, at &, = (x,, x,) 
with x, = U, A u2 A uj + u, A U, A u6 E V(20) and x2 = ‘(100100) E V(6). 
The isotropy subalgebra of &(l) @ ~!(6) at x, is {#$-I; A, B E&‘(3)} (see 
P.8 1 in [ 1 I), and we have 
1 I 
aI aI2 
a,, a2 
a31 a32 
(a)@ ~ 
0 
b,, b,, 
b, b,, 
hz b, 
a, +a 
I a,, a3l = (2.8) 6, +a I 1 b 21 b 31 
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and hence 
aI2 
a2 
‘32 
0 
0 
b 12 
62 
b 32 
z &I 1) 0 d{(2) 0 CJ(2)) 0 V(4). (2.9) 
Since dim YzO = 11 = dim GL(1)’ X SL(6) - dim V(20) 0 V(6), it is a 
P.V. Since Fr, is not reductive, it is not regular ([ 1 I). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. The triplet (13) is a P.V., and its generic isotropy 
subgroup is locally isomorphic to GL( 1)’ . Gi. 
Proof. Put x3 = ‘(010010) E V(6). Then one can check similarly as 
Proposition 2.9 that the isotropy subalgebra at (x, , x2, x3) is isomorphic to 
&tl>O gmo V(4). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. The triplet (14), i.e., (GL(1)3 X SL(6), A, 0 
.4, @A:, V(20) @ V(6) 0 V(6)*) is not a P.V. 
Proof: Since a generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL(l) x SL(6), A,, 
VP)) is {I$#; 4 BE4311 ( see P.8 1 in ] I]), the prehomogeneity of 
(14) is equivalent to that of the following triplet (G, p, I’), where 
G=GL(1)2~(SL(3)xSL(3))3g=(a,/?;A,B), V=(X=(x,x’,y,y’)E 
(C”)“}, and p( g)X= (c&x, aBx’,P’A-‘y,P’B-‘y’). However, it is not a 
P.V. since it has a non-constant absolute invariantf(X) = (x, y)/(x’, y’). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.12. The triplet (16) is not a P. V. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. The triplet (15), i.e., (GL(1)4 x SL(6), A, @/iI 0 
/i , @J A,, V(20) @ V(6) @ V(6) @ V(6)) is not a P. V. 
ProoJ Since a generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL(1) x SL(6), A,, 
V(20)) is { ]*I; 4 B E a{(3)} ( see P.81 in ] 11). the prehomogeneity of 
(15) is equivalent to that of the following triplet (G, p, V), where 
G = GL(l)3 x (SL(3) x SL(3)), V= {X= [X,/X,]; X,, X, EM(3)} and 
dg)X= [*I [2] [” P J 
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for g = (a, /?, y; A,, AJ E G. However, it is not a P.V. since it has a non- 
constant absolute invariant f(X) = det X,/det X, . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. The tr@lets (17) and (18), i.e., 
W(l)* x SL(7),A,@n,, v(35)o v(7)), 
(GL(I)* x SL(7),A,@A:, Y(35)@ v(7)*) 
are regular P.V.‘s with a generic isotropy subgroup SL(3). 
Proof. The generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL(7), A,, V(35)) is an 
exceptional Lie algebra (~~“2) (see P.86 in [ 11) and the generic isotropy 
subalgebra of (GL(l) X (G,), A2(=A?), V(7)) is d&‘(3) (see P.134 in [ 11). 
Since dim SL(3) = 8 = dim GL(1)’ x SL(7) - dim V(35) 0 V(7), it is a 
P.V., and since SL(3) is reductive, it is a regular P.V. Q.E.D. 
To investigate (19), (20), (21), it is necessary to check the triplet (52). 
PROPOSITION 2.15. The triplet (52), i.e., (GL(l)* X (G2), A,OA,, 
V(7) @ V(7)) is not a P.V. 
Proof. Since (G,) 4 SO(7) by A, (see P.134 in 11 ]), there exists a 
relative invariant q(x) of degree 2 on V(7). Put (x, y) = q(x + y) - q(x) - 
q(y) for X = (x, y) E V(7) @ V(7). Then f(x) = q(x) q( y)/(x, y)’ is a non- 
constant absolute invariant, and hence it is not a P.V. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.16. The triplets (19), (20), (21) are not P. V.‘s. 
ProoJ: Since the generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL(1) x SL(7), A,, 
V(35)) is ( g2), the prehomogeneity of (19), (20), (21) are equivalent to 
(GL(1)’ x (G2), A, @A,, V(7) @ V(7)) since A, =A; for (G,). Hence, by 
Proposition 2.15, it is not a P.V. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. The triplets (22) and (23), i.e., 
(GW)* x SLW,A,@~,, VW)@ V(8)), 
(GL(l)* x SL(8), A, @,4 f, V(56) @ V(8)*) 
are not P.V.‘s. 
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Proof: The generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL(8), A,, V(56)) is 43) 
(see P.89-P.90 in [ 11) and hence the prehomogeneity of (22) and (23) is 
equivalent to that of (GL(1) x SL(3), the adjoint rep., V(8)) z (GL(1) x 
SL(3), the dual of the adjoint rep., V(8)“). Since rank SL(3) > 1, it is not a 
P.V. (see P.75, Proposition 2 in [ 1 I). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. The triplet (25) is a P.V. only when I = 2 (or 1, but 
we assume 12 2) and p, #pz. In this case, it is equivalent to (GL(l)* x 
Spin@), x0 0 4, V(8) @ V(8)) z (GL(1)’ x Spin(B), A, @AO, V(8) @ 
V3)). 
Proof: Since we have Spin(B)+ SO(B) by x0, A,, do respectively (see 
-[2]), we can prove similarly as Proposition 2.15 that (GL( l)* X Spin(B), 
p @ p, V(8) @ I’(8)) is not a P.V. for p = x0, A,, A,. Hence p, ,..., p, must be 
different from each other. This implies that I < 3. If I = 3, then it is a triplet 
(GW)3 X Spin@), x0 0 4 0 4, V(8) @ V(8) 0 V(8)). The generic 
isotropy subgroup of (GL(1) x Spin(8),X0, V(8)) is Spin(7) by definition, 
and the restriction of A, (or A,) to Spin(7) gives its spin representation A. 
Since the generic isotropy subgroup of (GL(l) X Spin(7), A, V(8)) is (G,) 
(see P.116 in [l]), the prehomogeneity of the triplet (25) with 1= 3 is 
equivalent to that of (G, p, V) where G = GL(1) x (G2), p = 1 @A,, 
V= V(1) @ V(7). Since f(Z) = q(y)/x* (x’= (x, y) E V= V(1) @ V(7)) (see 
the proof of Proposition 2.15) is a non-constant absolute invariant, it is not a 
P.V. Therefore, we have 1= 2. By the principle of triality (cf. P.22 in [ 1 I), 
we haveXoOA,~~n,On,~~X,O/l, as triplets. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.19. The triplets (26), (27), (28), (30) are not P.V.‘s. 
ProoJ: Since Spin(7) -+ SO(B) by A, and Spin(7) -+ SO(7) by x0, we can 
prove similarly as Proposition 2.15, that (GL(l)* x Spin(7), A @A, 
V(8) 0 V(8)) and (GL(l)* x Spin(7), x,, @x0, V(7) 0 V(7)) are not P.V.‘s. 
Hence we obtain our assertion. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.20. The triplet (29), i.e., (GL(l)* x Spin(7), A Ox,,, 
V(8) @ V(7)) is a regular P.V., and its generic isotropy subgroup is locally 
isomorphic to SL(3). 
ProoJ: The generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL(1) X Spin(7), A, V(8)) is 
(p2), and the restriction of x0 to (G,) gives the representation A, (see P.116 
in [ 11). On the other hand, (GL(l) x (G2), A,, V(7)) is a regular P.V. with a 
generic isotropy subalgebra 43) ( see P.135 in [I ]), we obtain our result. 
Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2.21. The triplet (31), i.e., (GL(I)* x Spin(g), A @x0, 
V( 16) 0 V(9)), is not a P. V. 
Proof. The generic isotropy subgroup of (GL( 1) x Spin(g), A, V( 16)) is 
Spin(7) and the restriction of x0 to Spin(7) is isomorphic to (Spin(7), 
1 @A’, V(1) @ V(8)), where A’ denotes the spin representation of Spin(7) 
(see (5.46), p. 127 in [I]). Since we have Spin(7) + SO(8) by A’, the triplet 
(GL( 1) x Spin(7), 1 0 -4’, V( 1) 0 (8)) h as a non-constant absolute invariant 
f(x3 = qw/x* for Z= (x, y) E V(9) = V(1) @ V(8), where q(y) is a 
quadratic form on V(8). This implies the non-prehomogeneity of the triplet 
(31). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.22. The triplet (32), i.e., (GL( 1)3 X Spin(g), A 0 x0 0 x0, 
V(16) @ 1/(9) 0 V(9)) is not a P.V. 
PROPOSITION 2.23. The’ triplet (33), i.e., (GL(1)3 x Spin(lO), 
A,@A,@Ai,, V(16)@ V(16)@ V(16)), is not Q P.V. 
Proof. For g=(a,p,y;A)EGL(l)3~Sp(10) and x’=(x,y,z)E V= 
V( I6 @ V( 16) @ V( 16), there exists an irreducible polynomial f(Z) of degree 
12 such that f@tsF’l = tGW!tW ( see Proposition 33, p. 126 in [ 1 I). On 
the other hand, there exist irreducible polynomialsf,(x, y),f,(y, z),f3(z, x) of 
degree 4 such that fi@W~= W)zfitx39 fMg)f)= doy)‘f(~ and 
f3@( g).f) = (ya)‘f(Z) (see p. 124 in [ 11). Hence 
is an non-constant absolute invariant. This implies that our triplet (33) is not 
a P.V. Q.E.D. 
To check the triplet (34), first we check the triplet (36). 
PROPOSITION 2.24. The triplet (36), i.e., (GL(l)* x Spin(lO), A,@A,, 
V( 16), @ V( 16),) is not a P. V. 
ProoJ The space V( 16), of odd half-spinors is spanned by vi = e, 
(1 <i<4), , v5=eze3e4, v6 = e1e3e4, v7 = ele2e4, v8 = e, e,e,; 
vg=e,-e,e,e,e,e,, v,0=e2e3e5, vll =e2e4e5, v12=e3e4e5, v,3=ele4e,, 
v,4 = e,e,e,, v,5 = e,e,e,, v,6 = e, + e,e2e3e4e5. Let d%” be the isotropy 
subalgebra of (GL( 1) x Spin( lo), A,, 1/(16),) (see P.121 in [l]). Then the 
representation of .;%” g (Be(l) @ ~(7)) @ V(8) on V( 16), is given by 
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- a> Ill + A@(7)) * * 
(0 , )...) UJ + (01 Y.--Y VI6 0 @ + a> 1, +x0(47)) 0 
0 0 1 (b + a> 
(2.10) 
Hence it has a non-constant invariant f(y) = q(ys,..., y,,)/y:, where 
y = Cyiui, and q(yq,--, y,,) is a quadratic invariant of O(7). This implies 
the non-prehomogeneity of the triplet (36). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.25. The triplet (34), i.e., (GL(1)3 x Spin(lO), A, 0 
(ie0-4, V(16)@ V(16)@ V(16)), and the triplet (38), i.e., (GL(l)‘X 
Spin(lO), A,@A,@x,,, V(16)@ V(16)@ 1/(10)), are not P.V.‘s. 
PROPOSITION 2.26. The triplet (35), i.e., (GL(l)* x Spin(lO), &O/i,, 
V(16) 0 V(16)), is a regular P.V., and its generic isotropy subgroup is 
locally isomorphic to GL(1) X (G,). 
Proof: Let R be the generic isotropy subalgebra (see P. 122 in [ 11) of 
(Spin(l0) x GL(2), A,@A,, V(16)O V(16)). 
Then, the generic isotropy subalgebra of the triplet (35) is given by 
~n(~(1(10)O~(l)OBe(l))=Be(l)O(B*). 
Since dim GL(1) X (G,) = 15 = dim GL(l)* x Spin(l0) - dim V(16)@ 
V(16), it is a P.V. Since GL(1) x (G2) is reductive, it is a regular P.V. (see 
Proposition 25 in Section 4 of [ 1 I). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.27. The triplet (37), i.e., (GL(1)3 x Spin(lO), 
A,@A,@x~, V(16)@ V(l6)@ V(lO)), is not a P.V. 
ProoJ: The generic isotropy subgroup of (GL(l)* X Spin(lO), A, O/i,, 
VU61 0 W6)) is locally isomorphic to GL(1) x (G,), and V(10) 
decomposes to V(10) = V(7) @ V(1) @ V(1) @ V(1) as a representation 
space of GL(l)* x (G2). The action of GL(l)* x (G2) is given by p(g).?= 
(E * 4(A)& w*y, w*z, EW) for g = (E, v; A) E GL(1)2 x (G,) and 
f=(x,y,z,w)E V(lO)= V(7)@ V(l)@ V(l)@ V(1) (cf. P.123 in [I]). 
Therefore, it has a non-constant absolute invariant f(x3 = yz/w* for 
2 = (x, y, z, w) E V( 10). 
This implies the non-prehomogeneity of the triplet (37). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.28. The triplet (39), i.e., (GL(l)* X Spin(lO), A,@&, 
V( 16) @ V( 10)) is a regular P. V., and its generic isotropy subgroup is 1ocallJ 
isomorphic to Spin(7). 
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Proof. Let Z be the generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL(1) x Spin(lO), 
A,, V( 16)) (see (5.39) in P. 12 1 in [ 1 I). Then, the isotropy subalgebra FxO of 
.Y =&(l) 02 at x0 = ~(0000100001) E V(10) is clearly n(7). 
Since dim Spin(7) = 21 = dim GL(l)* x Spin(l0) - dim Y(16)@ V(lO), it 
is a P.V. Since Spin(7) is reductive, it is a regular P.V. (see Proposition 25 in 
Section 4 of [ 1 I). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.29. The triplet (40) i.e., (GL(1)3 X Spin(lO), 
~,OxoOxo, W@O WO)O WO)), and the triplet (41), i.e., (GJ!,(~)~ x 
SPWO), 4=0x00x00x0, V(16) C$ V(10) @ V(lO)O V(lO)), are not 
P. V.‘s. 
Proof: Since (Spin(lO), x0, V(10)) Z (SO(lO), A I, V(lO)), we can prove 
similarly as Proposition 2.15 that the triplet (G,?,(l)* X Spin(lO), x0 CiJ x0, 
WO) 0 WO)) is not a P.V. Hence we obtain our assertion. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.30. The triplet (42), i.e., (G,!,(l)’ x Spin(1 l), A ox,,, 
V(32) @ V(ll)), is not a P.V. 
Proof. The generic isotropy subgroup of (GL( 1) x Spin(1 l), A, V(32)) is 
locally isomorphic to SL(5), and V(ll)decomposes V(ll)= V(l)@ V(S)@ 
V(5)* as a representation space of GL(1) X SL(5). The action is given by 
~(g)x=(~x,~A~,~‘A-‘z)forg=(~,A)EGL(l)~SL(5)andx’=(x,y,z)E 
V(11). Since it has a non-constant absolute invariant f(Z) = (JJ, z)/x*, the 
triplet (GL( 1) x SL(5), p, V(11)) is not a P.V. This implies the non- 
prehomogeneity of the triplet (42). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3 1. The triplet (43), i.e., (GL( 1)3 X Spin(1 l), A 0 x0 0 
x0, V(32)@ V(ll)@ V(ll)), is not a P.V. 
PROPOSITION 2.32. The triplet (44), i.e., (GL(l)* x Spin(l2), A, @ A,, 
V,(32) 0 V,(32)) is not a P.V. 
Proof: The generic isotropy subgroup of (GL(1) x Spin(l2), A,, V,(32)) 
is locally isomorphic to Z(6), and we can see by the weights that V,,(32) 
decomposes to V,(32) = V(20) @ V(6) 0 V(6)*. The action of 
GL(1) x Z(6) is given by p(g)(Z) = (&A3(,4) x, EAy, &‘A - ‘z) for 
g=(c,A)EGL(I)xSL(6) and x’= (x,~,z)E V(20)@ V(16)@ V(6)*. 
Since this is not a P.V. by Proposition 2.11, we obtain our assertion. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.33. The triplet (45), i.e., (GL(l)* x Spin(l2), A,@xo, 
~(32) 0 V(12)), is a regular P. V. and its generic isotropy subgroup is locally 
isomorphic to SL(5). 
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ProojI Since the generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL( 1) x Spin( 12), A,, 
V(32)) is ([+/+&I; A E d{(6)} z d{(6). Since (GL(1) x X(6), A, @A I*. 
V(6) @ F(6)*) is a regular P.V. with a generic isotropy subgroup &L(5), we 
obtain our results. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.34. The triplet (46), i.e., (GL(l)j x Spin(l2), 
A,OxoOx,,, V(32)O V12)O v(12)), and the triplet (47), i.e., (GL(1)4 x 
SpW2), ~,OxoOxoOxo~ Y(32)@ Y(12)@ V(12)@ 1/(12)), are not 
P. V.‘s. 
ProoJ Since (Spin( 12), x0, V( 12)) g (SO( 12), A 1, V( 12)), we can prove 
similarly as Proposition 2.15 that the triplet (GL(1)’ X Spin(l2), x0 @x0, 
vp) 0 VW)) is not a P.V. Hence we obtain our assertion. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.35. The triplet (48), i.e., (GL(1)’ x Spin(l4), A,@xo, 
V(64) @ V( 14)) is not a P. V. 
Proof. The generic isotropy subalgebra of (GL( 1) x Spin( 14), A,, 
V(64)) is {J= #$]; A, BE (p2)) z (a,)@ (y2) (see P.131 in [l]), and 
this acts on V(l4)= V(7)@ V(7) as p(g)x’=(ti,(g,)x, ti2(g2)y) for 
g = (E, g,, gJ E GL( 1) x (G2) x (G,) and x’= (x, y) E V(7) 0 V(7) = V( 14). 
Since (GJ + SO(7) by A,, it has a non-constant absolute invariant f(Z) = 
q(x)/q(y) where q(x) is a quadratic invariant for (G,). Hence, we obtain our 
assertion. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.36. The u&let (49), i.e., (GJL.(~)~ x Spin(l4), 
A,GJ~o@~o, V(16)@ V(14)@ V(14)) is not a P.V. 
For the triplet (50), see Proposition 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.37. The triplet (51), i.e., (GL( 1)2 x Sp(2), A, @A,, 
V(5) @ V(4)) is a P.V., and its generic isotropy subgroup is locally 
isomorphic to GL(I) . U(2). 
Proof: V(5)=(XEM(4); ‘X=-X, tr XJ=O}, where J= ($-$) and 
the action A, is given by XI-+ AX’A for X E V(5) and A E Sp(2). For 
example, one can take 
as a generic point. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2.38. The triplet (52), i.e., (GL(1)’ x Sp(3), A, @A,, 
V( 14) @ V(6)), is a regular P. V., and its generic isotropy subgroup is locally 
isomorphic to SL(2). 
Proof. The generic isotropy subalgebra X of (GL(1) x Sp(3), A3, 
V(14)) is (J= [~a]; A E &‘(3)) z &‘(3) (see P.107 in [ 1 I). Since the 
isotropy subalgebra of &(l) @R at x,, = ‘(100100) is 46(2), we obtain our 
assertion. Q.E.D. 
For the triplet (53), see Proposition 2.15. 
PROPOSITION 2.39. The triplet (54), i.e., (GL(1)’ x E,, A, @A,, 
V(27) @ V(27)), is not a P.V. 
Proof: The generic isotropy subgroup of (GL( 1) x E,, A,, V(27)) is F4, 
and the restriction of A, for E, to F, is A,, @ 1 (see pp. 25 and 138 in [ 11). 
The triplet (GL(1) x F,, A, @ 1, V(26) @ V(1)) is not a P.V. since 
(WI) x Far 4, VW)) is not a P.V. (see p. 137 in [I]). Hence, we obtain 
our assertion. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.40. The triplet (55), i.e., (GL(1)’ X E,, A, @AS, 
V(27)@ V(27)*), is not a P.V. 
ProoJ: Since (i, is the dual of /i , , there exist cubic relative invariants 
C(x) and C*(y) on x”= (x, y), V = V(27) @ V(27)* (see Proposition 47 at 
P. 138 in [ 11). Then f(Z) = (x, Y)~/c(x) . c*(y) is a non-constant absolute 
invariant, and hence it is not a P.V. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.41. The triplet (56), i.e., (GL(l)3 x E,, A, @A, @/is, 
V(27) 0 V(27) 0 V(27)*), is not a P. V. 
3. TABLE OF NON-IRREDUCIBLE PREHOMOGENEOUS VECTOR SPACES OF 
SIMPLE ALGEBRAIC GROUPS. AND THEIR RELATIVE INVARIANTS 
In general, we denote by H a generic isotropy subgroup of a P.V. If two 
groups H, and H, are locally isomorphic to each other, we denote this 
relation by H, - H,. We denote by N the number of algebraically 
independent relative invariants. We give the explicit form f,(x),...,&(x) of 
them. 
A. Regular P.V.‘s 
(1) (GLW2 x SW), A, O/i:, V(n)@ V*(n)) 
(i) H- GL(l) x SL(n - l), (ii) N = 1, fi(Z) = (x, y) for 
x’= (x, y) E V(n) @ V*(n). (iii) The triplet (GL( 1) X SL(n), 13 @ A, @ /1 f), 
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v(n) @ v*(n)) is a regular P.V. with H - SL(n - 1), where 0 denotes the 
scalar multiplication. 
(2) (Wl)” x SW), A, 0 +&I,, v(n)@- .:. @ V(n)) 
(i) H - GL(l)“-‘, (ii) N= 1. V can be identified with the totality 
of n x n matrices M(n). Then f,(X) = det X for XE M(n). (iii) (GL(1) x 
SL(n), q @(A*@.** 0 A r), v(n) 0 . .. 0 Y(n)) is a regular P.V. with 
H- {l}. 
fl+1 !I+1 
(3) (GL( l)“+ ’ x Z(n), A, @y@ A, , F’(n) Or@ v(n)) 
(i) H - { 1 }, (ii) N= n + 1, V can be identified with the totality of 
n x (n + 1) matrices M(n, n + 1). Then for X= (x1 ,..., x,+,) E M(n, n + 1), 
fk{X) = det(x, ,..., xlk, x,+ r) for k = l,..., n + 1. 
(4) (GL(l)“+‘xSL(n), A, @+@A, @A:, F’(n)@*@ I’(n)@ 
V(n)*) 
(i) H- {I), (ii) N=n + 1, f,(X)= (~~,y),...,f,,(X)= (x,,Y), 
f,+,(X)=det(x ,,..., x,) for X=(x ,,..., x,;y)EV=V(n)@f?$ V(n)@ 
V(n)*. 
(5) (G~5(1)~ x SL(2m), A,@A, @A,, V(m(2m- I))@ V(2m)@ 
VW)) 
(i) H-GL(l)XSp(m-l), (ii) N=2. V=(f=(X,y,z); 
‘X = -X E M(2m), y, zE C2m}. Then p(g)x’= (aAX’A; PAy, yAz) for 
g=(a,j?,y;A)EGL(1)3 xSL(2m) and Z=(X,y,z)E V. We havef,(g= 
Pf(X) (=the Pfaffian of X), f2(Z) = ‘y . d(X) . z where d(X) denotes the 
cofactor matrix of X. (iii) (GL( 1)2 x SL(2m), (Cl @A,) 0 (0 @ (A, @A 1)), 
V(m(2m - 1)) 0 V(2m) 0 V(2m)) is a regular P.V. with H - Sp(m - 1). 
(6) (G~5(1)~ xSL(2m), A,@A,OA,*, V(m(2m- l)@ V(2m)@ 
VW)*) 
(i) H-GL,(l)xSp(m-1), (ii) N=2. V={x”=(X;y,z); 
‘X = -X E M(2m), y, z E Czm}. Then p(g)x”= (aAX’A, /3Ay, y’A-‘z) for 
g=(a,/3,y;A)EGL(l)3~SL(2m) and x’=(X,y,z)E V. We havefr(x3= 
Pf(X), f&C)= (y,z) for x’=(X,y,z)E V. (iii) (GL(1)’ x SL(2m), 
(O@A,)~(O@(A,@A,*)), V(m(2m-l))@V(2m)@V(2m)*) is a 
regular P.V. with H - Sp(m - 1). 
(7) (G15(1)~ x SL(2m), A, @A: @A:, V(m(2m - I))@ V(2m)* 673 
Wm)*) 
(i) H-GL(l)XSp(m-l), (ii) N=2. V={Z=(X,y,r); 
IX=-XEM(2 ) m , y, z E Czm}. Then p(g) T= (aAX’A, pt,4 -ry, y’A - ‘z) for 
g=(a,/3,y,A)EGL(I)3XSL(2m) and I=(X,y,z)EV. We havef,(Z)= 
wn xd.3 = ‘yxz for x’= (X,y, z) E V. (iii) (GIL(l)* x SL(2m), 
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(O@A,)@(O@(A,@A~)), V(m(2m- l))@ V(2m)*@ V(2m)*) is a 
regular P.V. with H- Sp(m - 1). 
(8) (GL(l)* x SL(2m + l), A, @AI, V(m(2m + 1)) 0 V(2m + 1)) 
(i) H- GL(l) X Sp(m), (ii) V= {x’= [++I; ‘X= -XE 
M(2m+ l),yEGZm+‘}, 
for g = (CY, P;A) E GL(l)* x SL(2m + 1). N= 1. f,(Z) = Pf(x’). (iii) 
(GL(l) x SL(2m + l), 0 0 (AZ 0.4,) V(m(2m + 1)) 0 V(2m + 1)) is a 
regular P.V. with H - Sp(m). 
(9) (GL(1)4 x SL(2m + l), A,OA, @A, @AI, V(m(2m + 1))O 
V(2m+ l)@ V(2m+ l)@ V(2m+ 1)) 
(i) H- Sp(m - l), (ii) V= (x”= (X;y,z, w); ‘X=-XE 
M(2m + l), y, z, WE C2m+1 } and p(g) .? = (cuIX’A; /3Ay, p4z, 6Aw) for 
g=(a,p,r,6;A)EGL(1)4~SL(2m+1) and I=(X,y,z,rv)~V. N=4. 
f,(x”> = pf[*l,f,(x”) = lw!q-iy,f,(x3 = Pf[+-&++], x 
f4(Z) = Pf 
YZ w [+I f-y . I-z 0 ‘W 
(10) (GL(1)4 x SL(2m + l), .A2 @AI OAF O/i?, V(m(2m + 1))O 
V(2m + 1) @ V(2m + 1>* @ V(2m + l)*) 
(i) H-Sp(m-l), (ii) V=(x=(X;y,z,w); ‘X=-XEM(2m+l), 
y,z,wEc2m+1 } and p(g) T= (CvlX’A; PAY, y’A -‘z, &A -‘w) for g = (a,/?, 
y,d;A)EGL(1)4~SL(2m+1), and I=(X,y,z,w)EV. N=4. f,(T)= 
pq*1, .62(x3 = (Y, z>, “w) = (Y, w>, f,w = ‘SW for f= 
(x; Y, z, w) E v. 
(11) (GL(l)* x SL(n), 2A, @A,, V(fn(n + l))O V(n)) 
(i) H-O(n-1), (ii)N=2. v={(X;y);‘X=XEM(n),yEC”} 
and p(g).?= (aAX*A;j3Ay) for g= (q/3;A)E GL(l)‘X SL(n) and 
x” = (X, y) E V. f,(xT = det X, f,(Z) = ‘y . A(X) . y where A(X) denotes the 
cofactor matrix of X. 
(12) (GL(l)* x SL(n), 2A, @A,*, V(+n(n + I))@ v(n)*) 
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(i) H-O(n-1), (ii) N=2. V=((X,y); ‘X=XEM(n), yEC”) 
and p(g)Z= (aAX’A;P*A-‘y) for g= (a,P;A)E GL(1)’ X &C.(n) and 
x” = (X, y) E V. f,(xT = det X, f2(x’) = ‘yXy for x’ = (X; y) E V. 
(13) (GL(l)* x SL(7), /1,0/i,, V(35)O V(7)) 
(i) H-%!,(3), (ii) N= 2. V= {x’= (x,y); x= C,ci<j<kC7~ijk~i A 
ujAu,~AG7,yEC7} and p(g)x’=(ap,(A)x, PAy) where p,(A)x= 
C xiik(Aui) A (Auj) A (AU& Let 4(x) = ($ij(x)) be the 7 x 7 symmetric 
matrix obtained by x A z? A 2 = (Ci, j (bij(x) yi yi) w where 2 = zjE r y,(~Yx/&,) 
and w=u, A . . . A u,. Then we have $k3(A) x) = Ad(x)‘,4 for A E SL(7) 
(see [3]). Let 4*(x) = (#$(x)) be the 7 x 7 symmetric matrix where #G(x) = 
~s,lfi”t(x)f,‘j(x), x A 2 = Cs,i,l~‘~(~)ysui, with ui, A ui A U, = w. Then we 
have $*@3(.4)x) = ‘A-‘#*(x)A-’ for A E Z(7) (see [3]). By using these 
4(x) and 4*(x), we have fr(x3 = tr i(x) 4*(x), f*(Z) = $4*(x) y for 
f= (x,y) E v. 
(14) (GL( 1)2 x SIC(~), /1,0,4 :, V(35) 0 V(7)*) 
(i) H-&C(3), (ii)N=2. v={~=(x,y);xEA3C7,yEC7} and 
p(g)?= (ap,(A)x, P’A-‘y) for g= (a,P;A)E GL(l)* x SL(7) and 
x’ = (x, y) E V. Then we have f,(x) = tr 9(x) 4 *(x), f2(x’) = ‘J@(X) y for 
x’= (x,y) E v. 
(14) (GL(1)’ X Spin@), vector rep. @ half-spin rep., V(8) @ V(8)) 
(i) H - (G,), (ii) N = 2. Since Spin@)+ SO(8) by the vector 
representation and also by the half-spin representation, we have two 
quadratic invariants f,(xT = q,(x) and f2(xT = q*(y) for x’= (x,y) E 
W-3) 0 V). 
(16) (GL(1)’ x Spin(7), vector rep. @ spin rep., V(7) 0 V(8)) 
(i) H - SL(3), (ii) N = 2. Since Spin(7) + SO(7) by the vector 
representation and Spin(7) + SO(8) by the spin representation, we have two 
quadratic invariants f, (x3 = q,(x) and f2(xT=q2(y) for x’= (x,y) E 
v(7) 0 WV. 
(17) (GL(1)’ x Spin(lO), n,@/i,, V(16)@ V(16)) where /i, denotes 
the even half-spin representation. 
(i) H - GL(1) x (G,), (ii) N = 1. Any element x of V(16) is of the 
form x = x0 + Cl<i<j<s xijeiej + Ck xcez with eke: = e, ..a es (see P.119 
in [ 1 I). Let X = (xij) be the skew-symmetric matrix obtained from x, and Xi 
the 4 x 4 skew-symmetric matrix obtained from (-l)i X cutting out the ith 
line and column. Let Pf(y)=yr2y3, -y,,y,, +y,4y23 be the Pfaffran of a 
4 x 4 skew-symmetric matrix y = (yij). We define ten quadratic forms Q,(x) 
(i = l,..., 10) on V(16) by Q,(x) = Cj=, xijxT and Qi+s(x) =x0x: + Pf(Xi) 
for i = l,..., 5. Then f,(~~=Cf=, Bi(X,y)Bi+,(x,y) for x’= (x,Y) E 
V( 16) @ V( 16) where Bi(x, y) = Qi(x + y) - Q,(x) - Qi(y) (see Section 4 in 
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[4]). (iii) (GL(1) x Spin(lO), Cl@ @,@A,), V(16)@ V(16)) is a regular 
P.V. with H- (G,). 
(18) (GL(l)* x Spin(lO), vector rep. @ half-spin rep., V(10) 0 V( 16)) 
(i) H - Spin(7), (ii) N= 2. f,(T) = q(x) (= a quadratic from on 
WO)), .A(9 = (x7 Q(Y)) where Q(r) = ‘(QI(~L Rio) for 2 = (x9 Y) E 
V(lO)@ V(16) (see (41). 
(19) (GL(1)’ X Spin(l2), vector rep. @ half-spin rep., Y(l2) @ Y(32)) 
(i) H - LX(S), (ii) N = 2. f,(Z) = q(x) (= a quadratic form on 
V(12),f2(.?) = a quartic form on V(32) (see 121). 
(20) (GW )' x Q(n), n 10 A,, VP) 0 Wn)) 
(i) H - GL(1) x Sp(n - l), (ii) N= l.f,(Z) = Pf’(xy)J(xy) where 
J= [WI. (iii) (GL(1) x Sp(n), •i @ (A, @A ,), V(2n) CiJ V(2n)) is a 
regular P.V. with H - Sp(n - 1). 
(21) W(l)* x @(3), nj@A,, V(14)O V(6)) 
(i) H - X(2), (ii) N = 2. f,(f) is a quartic invariant of 
(GL(I) x Q(3), A,, V(14)) (see [ 11) and f2(x’) is a quartic invariant for 
(GL(6), Ax, V(20)) (see [I, 31). 
B. Non-Regular P. V.‘s 
(1) (Wl)’ x f=(n), A, 0 h&j ,, V(n)&+-& V(n)) (2<1< 
n- 1) 
, (ij H - (GL( 1): x SL(n - I)) . G:“-‘), (ii) N = 0, (iii) (X.(n), 
A, @:@A,, V(n)@F- @ V(n)) (2 <I< n - 1) is a non-regular P.V. 
with H - SL(n - I) . Gz”-“. 
I-1 I- I 
(2) (GL(l)‘x SL(n), A, @$&I, @A,*, V(n)@?%(n)@ 
v(n)*) (3 < l< n) 
(i) H - (GL(1) x SL(n - I + 1)) . GF-‘+I”‘-*‘, (ii) N = I- 1, 
f,(Z)= (q,y),..., .LI(fl= (xI-,,y) for x’= (x,,...,X~~~~Y)E V(n)@ --- 0 
V(n)@,lJn)*, (iii) (GL(l)‘-’ x 5X(n), @@A,)@??$ (O@A,)@A:, 
V(n) @r@ V(n) @ V(n)*) is a non-regular P.V. with H - SL(n - I+ 1) * 
@n-/+1)(/-2) 
(I 
(3) (GL(l)* x SL(2m + l), A, @A,, V(m(2m + l))@ V(m(2m + 1))) 
(i) H - GJ!(~)~ . Gi”’ (see P.94 in [ 1 I), (ii) N = 0, (iii) 
(SL(2m + I), A, CBA*, V(m(2m + I))@ V(m(2m + 1))) is a non-regular 
P.V. with H - Gi”. 
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(4) (CL(l)* x SL(2m), A, @Al, V(m(2m - 1)) 0 V(2m)) 
(i) H- (CL(l) x Sp(m - 1)). lJ(m - l), where U(m - 1) denotes 
the (m - I)-dimensional unipotent group in general, (ii) N = l,f,(f) = Pf(X) 
for x’= (X,y)E V, (iii) (GL(l)x SL(2m), q @ @,@A,), V(m(2m- I))@ 
V(2m)) is a non-regular P.V. with H- Sp(m - 1) . U(m - 1)). 
(5) (CL(l)* x SL(2m), A, @A,*, V(m(2m - 1)) @ V(2m)*) 
(i) H-(GL(l)xSp(m-l))+U(m-I), (ii)N=l,f,(.?)=Pf(X) 
for x”= (X,y)E V, (iii) (CL(l) x SL(2m), q @ (A,@A,), V(m(2m- 1))O 
V(2m)) is a non-regular P.V. with H - Sp(m - 1) . U(m - 1). 
(6) (GL( 1)” x SL(2m), A*O/1,OA,O~,, V(m(2m - 1) 0 
V(2m) @ V(2m) 0 V(2m)) 
(i) H - Sp(m - 2) . U(2m - 3), (ii) N = 4. V= {x’= (X, y, z, w); 
'X = -X E M(2m), y, z, w  E C2m}. Then p(g)x’= (aAX’A; /3Ay, yAz, 6Aw) 
for g = (a, p, y, 6; A) E G15(1)~ x SL(2m) and x’= (X, y, z, w) E V. We have 
f,(Z) = Pf(X) (= the Pfaffian of X), f,(?) = ‘y . A(X) z, f3(Z) = ‘zA(X) w, 
f,(F) = ‘w(X) y, where d(X) denotes the cofactor matrix of X. 
(7) (G15(1)~ x SL(2m), /1,011, @A, OAT, V(m(2m - 1) 0 
V(2m) @ V(2m) @ V(2m)*) 
(i) H - Sp(m - 2) . U(2m - 3), (ii) N = 4. V= (x= (X; y, z, w); 
‘X = -X E M(2m), y, 2, w  E C2m ). Then p(g) x’= (aAX’A ; PAy, yAz, 
&A - ’ w) for g = (a, /I, y, 6; A) E GL( 1)4 x SL(2m) and x”= 
(X, y, z, w) E V. We have f, (x7 = Pf(X), J,(x’) = ‘JJ . A(X) . z, fJ (x’) = ( y, w), 
and f,(Z) = (z, w). 
(8) (GL(1)4 x SLQm), n,en, on:: o/i:, V(m(2m - 1) 0 
V(2m) @ V(2m)* @ V(2m)*) 
(i) H-Sp(m-2). U(2m-3), (ii) N=4. V=(,?=(X;y,z,w); 
‘X=-XEM(2m),y,z,wEC*“}. Then p(g)f=(aAX’A;/?Ay, y’A-‘z, 
~~A~‘~)forg=(a,~,y,6;A)EGL(1)~xSL(2m)and~=(X;y,z,w)EV. 
We have f,(x3 = Pf(X), f,(3 = (Y, z), .f,(x3 = (v, w), f,F> = ‘zxw. 
(9) (GL(1)4xSL(2m), A,@/i:@ATCijA:, V(m(2m - 1)) 0 
Y(2m)* @ V(2m)” 0 V(2m)*) 
(i) H-Sp(m-2).U(2m-3), (ii)N=4. I/={(X;y,z,w);‘X= 
-XE M(2m), y, z, w  E Czm}. Then p(g)x’= (aAX’A; /3’A-‘y, y’A-‘z, 
G’A-‘w) for g= (a,@, y, &A) E GL(1)4 x SL(2m) and x’= (X;y, z, w) E V. 
We have f, (x’> = Pf(X), f*(Z) = ‘yXz, f3(Z) = ‘ZXW and f,(C) = ‘wXy. 
(10) (CL(l)* x SL(2m + l), n,@/i,*, V(m(2m + I))@ V(2m + l)*) 
(i) H - (CL(l)* x Sp(m - 1)) . U(4m - 2), (ii) N = 0, (iii) 
(SL(2m + l), A2 @ /iI*, V(m(2m + 1)) @ V(2m + l)*) is a non-regular P.V. 
with H - Sp(m - 1) . U(4m - 2). 
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(11) (GL( 1)3 x SL(2m + l), A,OA,OA,, q@m t I)>@ 
V(2m t 1)O V(2m + 1)) 
(i) H- (GL(l) x Sp(m - 1)). U(2m - l), (ii) N= 2, V= {(X; 
y,z); ‘AF=-xEM(2mt l),y,z~C*“‘+‘} andp(g)x’=(aAX’A;PAy,yAz) 
forg=(cr,p,y;A)EGL(1)3xSL(2mt1)andZ=(X;y,z)Eb’.Then 
f,(X’)=Pf [*I, fZ(:)=Pf[$j$] for z=(X;y,z). 
(iii) (GL(1)’ x SL(2m t l), q @ (A2@A,)@Cl@A,, V(m(2m t l))@ 
V(2m t I)@ V(2m + 1)) is a non-regular P.V. with H - Sp(m - 1) . 
U(2m - 1). 
(12) (GL(1)3 x SL(2m + l), A20A, @A:, V(m(2m + 1)) 0 
V(2mt l)@ V(2m + l)*) 
(i) H- (GL(l) x Sp(m- 1)). U(2m - l), (ii) N= 2, V= 
((X,y,z); 'X=-XEM(2mt I),~,zEC~~+‘J andp(g)x’=(aAX’A;&Iy, 
?‘A-‘~)forg=(a,/?,y;A)EGL(l)~~SL(2mt l)andx’=(X;y,z)EV. 
f,(-3=Pf + 3 [ 1 f,(x’> = (YY z> for x’ = (X; y, z) E V. 
(iii) (GL(l)'xSL(2m+l), q i@(A2OA,)@U@A,, V(m(2mtI))O 
V(2m t 1) 0 V(2m t 1)) is a non-regular P.V. with H- Sp(m - I). 
U(2m - 1). 
(13) (GL(1)3 x SL(2m t l), /i20-4: CBA:, V(m(2m + l))O 
V(2m t l)* @ V(2m + l)*) 
(i) H-(GL(1)2XSp(m-1))-U(2m-2), (ii) N=l, V=((X; 
y,z); ‘X=--XEM(2mt l), ~,zEC*“‘~‘} and p(g),F=(aAX’A; PIA-‘y, 
y’A-‘z) for g=(a,/I,r;A)EGL(1)3XSL(2mt 1) and x’=(X;y,z)EV. 
fi(* = ‘yxz. (iii) (GL( 1)x SL(2m + l), ~,@a@ (A;“oA:), 
V(m(2m t l))* @ V(2m + l)*) is a non-regular P.V. with H - Sp(m - 1). 
U(2m-2). 
(14) (GL(1)4 x SL(2m + l), A,@AF @A: @A,*, V(m(2m t 1))O 
V(2m + I)* @ V(2m + l)* @ V(2m + l)*) 
(i) H- (GL( 1)x Sp(m- 2))' U(4m-6), (ii) N= 3, V= {(X; 
y,z, IV); ‘X = -XEM(2m + l), y, z, WE C*“‘+‘} and p(g).? = (aAX’A; 
ptl-‘y, y’A-‘z, 6fl-‘w) for g= (a,/3, y, 6; A) E GL(1)3 x SL(2m t 1) and 
2 = (x; y, z, W) E V. fi(x3 = ‘yXz,f,(xT = ‘zX~,~~(x~ = ‘wXy. (iii) GL(1)3 x 
SL(2m t l), A, 0 @@A,*) 0 @@A:) 0 (00/i:), V(m(2m+ 1)) 0 
V(2m t l)* @ V(2m + l)* @ V(2m + l)*) is a non-regular P.V. with 
H- Sp(m - 2). U(4m - 6). 
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(15) (GL(l)* x =(6), AJOA,, WO)O v(6)) 
(i) H- (GL(I) x Z(2) X Z(2)) . Gi, (ii) N= 1, f,(Z) is a 
quark invariant of (GL(6),/l,, V(20)) (see [ 1, 31). (iii) (GL(1) X X(6), 
08 (A,oA,), VW0 v(6)) is a non-regular P.V. with H - (SL(2) x 
X(2)) G;. 
(16) (GLW3 x =(6), A3OA, @A,, WV0 v(6)@ v(6)) 
(i) H - GL( 1)’ I Gi, (ii) N = 1, f, (x”) is a quartic invariant of 
(GL(6),/i,, V(20)) (see [I, 31). (iii) (GL(1) x X(6), q @ (/13 O/i, O/i,), 
V(20) @ V(6) 0 V(6)) is a non-regular P.V. with H - Gz. 
(17) (GL(1)3~Sp(n),~,0/i,0/i,, V2n)@V2n)@V(2n)) 
(i) H - Sp(n - 2) . U(2n - 3), (ii) N = 3, V= (x’= (x, y, z); x,y, 
z E C”), f,(f) = Pff(xy) J(xy), J*(Z) = ‘(yz)J(yz), &(x7 = Pf’(zx) J(zx). 
(See (19) in Section 3.A.) 
(18) (WI)* x Q(2), A,OA,, v(5)@ v(4) 
(i) H - GL(I) . U(2), (ii) N = 1, fi(x) is a quadratic form on V(5), 
(iii) (GL(1) x Q(2), q @n,@ 1 On,, V(5)@ V(4)) is a non-regular P.V. 
with H - U(2). 
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